Peace Second Sunday Easter
Peace be with you.
What does this phrase actually mean? What are the consequences of peace?
Too often the domesticated. The sanitised interpretation of this word is applied.
Peace understood as a passive word.
Those at peace characterised as quiet contemplative figures
Scenes of peace understood as an absence of activity.
Thus with such an understanding we can excuse ourselves from the obligation of life when we hear
the risen Christ proclaim “Peace be with you”

At the moment we wake daily to hear the news of the military conflict in the Ukraine. We hear of
troop movements, bombings, killings. This violence leads only to destruction, waste, and the
construction to barriers to human development.
In peace the vast farms of the Ukraine provide grain that feeds the world economy. In peace Russia
sells gas to the German economy, which then subsequently generates international economic
growth. During peace students, tourists and executives search the world pursuing education, and
sharing ideas.
Peace ironically is the basis of productive activity, health, manufacture, and creation.
To be constructively busy you need peace.
Peace be with you.
What does this phrase actually mean? What are the consequences of peace?
Too often the domesticated. The sanitised interpretation of this word is applied.
Peace understood as a passive word.
Those at peace characterised as quiet contemplative figures
Scenes of peace understood as an absence of activity.
Thus with such an understanding we can excuse ourselves from the obligation of life when we hear
the risen Christ proclaim “Peace be with you”
Each morning in our homes, the frantic acts of beginning the day create panic. The parent infuriated
by the lack of preparation made by the teenage schoolgirl screaming “Where’s me shirt”. The
anxiety created by the partner being dishonest with other and self, about health. The strained
silence about a foolish expense and large overdraft.
In peace the teenager is obliged to find her own shirt as there is time and patience. The issues of
health inspire action in times of peace and not denial. The financial troubles are faced when not
denied by fear. Peace within the home is dynamic. Thus things get done.

Peace be with you.
What does this phrase actually mean? What are the consequences of peace?
Too often the domesticated. The sanitised interpretation of this word is applied.
Peace understood as a passive word.
Those at peace characterised as quiet contemplative figures
Scenes of peace understood as an absence of activity.
Thus with such an understanding we can excuse ourselves from the obligation of life when we hear
the risen Christ proclaim “Peace be with you”

A clear consequence of fretfulness is the mounting up of perceived problems. That magic word if
comes to dominate our thinking. If I mention this issue then he might get angry. If I change my job I
might have made a mistake. If I avoid a decision, then the delay feeds the problem and my fear.
Those saints who have peace of mind are prepared to act and deal with the problem. The magic
word “if” leads not to the dramatization of dilemmas, but the creation of alternatives. The
confidence of peace can confront and is prepared to work with all consequence. Indeed those at
peace learn from mistakes, and are not inhibited by them.
Even fear is something that peace lives with. Not as a result of madness or delusion, but because the
person of peace has a frame of mind and a hope that can take the risk.
Peace be with you
This is a dynamic statement
Constructive
Active
Fruitful
And challenging
How very ironic.

